ABSTRACT Big data, which is being explosively generated in various areas, is considered as a new growth engine for diverse industries. In recent years, analysis of big data has attracted attention because it exhibits the potential to generate high value. In addition, with the advent of the IoT era, wherein each object is connected to all the others in a system, the importance of big data is likely to continue to be emphasized, due to the availability of data generated from diverse devices. With the increasing importance of indoor space in which most city dwellers spend over 80% of daily life, big data containing users' indoor positioning information is a critical asset for understanding the indoor behavior pattern of users, such as the shopping behavior pattern of customers in a large department store. However, there is also a risk of leakage of personal information, because it is feasible to infer the users' sensitive information by tracking and analyzing the users' indoor positions.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, with the wide proliferation of smartphones and mobile devices and the increasing importance of indoor space in which most city dwellers spend over 80% of daily life, various types of indoor-location-based services have attracted considerable attention. In the case of large complex buildings such as shopping malls, transportation transfer centers, and large museums, which are characterized as wide indoor spaces as well as maze-like passages, it is highly common to provide a smartphone-based service to visitors in order to aid them in identifying feasible routes to move around the site. In order to make such indoor location-based service possible, it is essential to accurately estimate the indoor position of a user; thus, related technologies have been actively studied over the last decade [13] , [14] , [19] , [26] .
Big data, which is being explosively generated in various areas, is considered as a new growth engine for diverse industries. In recent years, the analysis of big data has attracted attention because it exhibits the potential to generate high value. In addition, with the advent of the IoT era, wherein each object is connected to the others in a system, the importance of big data is likely to continue to be emphasized owing to the availability of data generated from diverse devices. Big data composed of users' indoor location information can also be used as a critical asset for understanding the indoor behavior pattern of users. For example, in order to analyze the shopping behavior pattern of customers, a large department store may collect the indoor movement data of each customer by tracking the wireless internet signals generated by a customer's mobile device. In addition, by analyzing the customer's indoor movement big data, it is feasible to reduce the bottleneck in the store and the waiting time for customers by placing popular products in a significantly less-crowded place.
As there is a growing interest in utilizing big data for decision-making, the risk of personal information leakage is also increasing. For example, Netflix, a video streaming company, released 100 million movie evaluation data of 500 000 users in a contest held in order to improve the accuracy of the movie recommendation algorithm. Notwithstanding the fact that Netflix released the data after removing personal identifiers, the researchers at the University of Texas were successful in re-identifying sensitive personal information from the released Netflix data by using other movie evaluation data available on online movie sites [25] . As the collection and utilization of big data increases, the risk of leakage of personal information also increases; thus, it is necessary to prevent the leakage of sensitive information of individuals in big data [15] , [30] .
In the case of collection of users' indoor position information, there is also a risk of leakage of personal information, because it is possible to infer the user's sensitive information by tracking and analyzing the user's indoor position. For example, by tracking indoor location information, it is feasible to determine which hospitals a specific user visits and thus infer what disease she/he is suffering from. Furthermore, indoor location information can reveal the products of interest in shopping malls where customers visited, the films of interest that customers watched in complex theaters, and artifacts of interest in large museums. Therefore, most users are reluctant to provide their own indoor location information to companies and organizations that desire to collect and analyze indoor location data in order to improve products or services. Hence, the utilization of the user's indoor location information big data for decision-making is highly limited in the real world.
A. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER
In recent years, research on privacy preserving indoor positioning technologies, which aim to protect user's privacy when using user's indoor location information, has been actively conducted. Most of the existing approaches rely on a centralized trusted server located between the user mobile device and the big data collection server. That is, a user transmits her/his indoor location information to the centralized trusted server, which in turn perturbs the user's precise indoor location information to satisfy the privacy requirements and transmits it to the big data collection server [10] - [12] , [24] , [36] . However, this approach is disadvantageous in that the risk of personal information leakage is very high because the exact indoor location information of a user should be transmitted to the trust server. An adversary is likely to intercept the data being transmitted from a user mobile device to a trusted server. In addition, an adversary can hack a centralized trusted server to obtain precise indoor location information of the user.
Local differential privacy (LDP) is the state-of-the-art approach that is used to protect individual privacy in the process of data collection [6] . The main concept of LDP is that the user first perturbs her/his original data by adding carefully designed random noises and then directly transmits the noisy data to the data collection server without relying on the centralized trusted server. Then, a data collector is able to compute population statistics. LDP ensures that the privacy of data users is protected because the data collector cannot access to the original user data. In real-world environments, LDP-based data collection is first implemented in Google Chrome browser to collect and track client-side information such as users' browser configuration. Although LDP is a method exhibiting high potential in collecting client-side data without concerns on the privacy leakage of data contributors, it is a more or less new technology; thus, to date, its application in real-world scenario is limited to the specific application domain [6] , [7] , [29] . Therefore, this paper explores the application of LDP to the collection of indoor positioning data:
• To our knowledge, this is the first study to apply LDP to the domain of indoor positioning systems, which has a growing number of applications.
• We experimentally evaluate the utilization of indoor location big data collected by leveraging LDP for the most common task in indoor location-based services: estimation of the density of the specified indoor location.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we provide background information. Section III presents the method to apply LDP to the domain of indoor positioning systems. In Section IV, we experimentally evaluate the proposed approach using real and synthetic data sets. In Section V, we present the related work not already covered in the paper, and the conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. BACKGROUND A. RANDOMIZED RESPONSE
Randomized response is a survey technique to reduce errors caused by false answers of respondents in the case of sensitive questions [32] . Essentially, the randomized response technique is a survey method, which aims to eliminate or reduce the concerns of respondents by providing them an opportunity to select a question at a certain probability. That is, given a sensitive survey question whose answer is either ''Yes''or ''No'' (such as ''Did you cheat during tests at school?''), a survey respondent is asked to flip a fair coin in secret. ''Yes'' answers including both the truthful ''Yes'' and random ''Yes'' answers, respectively.
B. DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy ensures that an adversary cannot infer with high confidence whether a particular individual is participating in the query result or not. Formally, a randomized function A satisfies -differential privacy, if and only if for (1) all database tables D and D differing by at most one tuple and (2) any output O of A, the following equation holds [4] , [5] :
Intuitively, given any output of A, an adversary is not able to distinguish with high confidence (controlled by the privacy parameter ) whether the input of A is D or D ; this provides a strong denial for individuals included in the data sets. The common mechanism to achieve -differential privacy is to add the random noise generated from a Laplace distribution to the true result. A smaller value of the privacy parameter enforces a stronger privacy guarantee, but introduces larger noise to the true result.
C. LOCAL DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
Differential privacy was originally designed for the datasharing scenario in which a trusted data curator who can access the individual data in a database perturbs the true query result computed based on the actual data in a database and sends the perturbed result to a user. On the other hands, the concept of LDP is proposed for the setting in which data contributors are asked to report their local data (to which carefully designed random noise is added such that any data contributor's information cannot be inferred with high confidence) to a data collector. Specifically, in LDP, a randomized algorithm A satisfies -differential privacy, if and only if for (1) all pairs of data contributor's data v i and v j , and (2) any output O of A, the following equation holds [6] :
Intuitively, the above equation implies that irrespective of the data that a collector receives from a contributor, the collector cannot infer with high confidence whether the contributor has sent v i or v j . In real-world environments, an LDP-based privacy preserving data collection mechanism, RAPPOR (Randomized Aggregatable Privacy-Preserving Ordinal Response), is first implemented in Google Chrome browser to collect and track the client-side data [6] . RAPPOR obfuscates the client-side data by leveraging randomized response mechanism (which will be described in detail later).
III. LDP-BASED PRIVACY-PRESERVING INDOOR POSITIONING DATA COLLECTION AND ITS APPLICATION
In this section, we first present a detailed description of the implementation of the privacy-preserving data collection mechanism for individuals' indoor positioning data by leveraging LDP. Then, we describe the application of collected indoor positioning data for estimating the density of the specified indoor location. Figure 1 shows an overview of the implementation of privacypreserving indoor positioning data collection by using LDP. The method developed in this paper consists of two components: a client-side component, which is executed on a mobile device of the data contributors, and a server-side component, which operates on a data collector's server.
A. PRIVACY-PRESERVING INDOOR POSITIONING DATA COLLECTION

1) CLIENT SIDE
As described in Section I, over the last decade, there have been extensive efforts to estimate a user's indoor position. Although accurate and sophisticated methods that yield highly precise estimates of the user's indoor position are available, in this paper, we employ a straightforward beaconbased approach to estimate the indoor location of a user. This is because the purpose of this research is to approximately compute the distribution of users in the indoor space rather than precisely determine users' indoor locations. We now explain the client-side component in detail:
in the indoor space, where each subscript represents a unique beacon ID. Here, n represents the number of beacons. For easy explanation, in this paper, we assume that the beacon IDs are from 1 to n. Received signal strength indicators from beacons are measured and sorted in descending order, and the beacon ID with the strongest signal is selected as the user's current indoor position. Let i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be the beacon ID with the strongest signal. Then, a n-bit array, L (which denotes the current indoor location of a specific user) is defined as
Here, L k represents the value of the k-th bit in L.
In other words, the bit corresponding to the beacon ID with the strongest signal is set to 1, while the others are set to 0. 2) The next step is to perturb L, which is obtained from the previous step, by using the mechanism introduced by RAPPOR [6] . Each bit in L is first perturbed by randomized response as follows:
Here, f (whose possible value is between 0 and 1) is a system parameter that controls the level of privacy guarantee. That is, values close to 1 enforce a stronger privacy guarantee. In RAPPOR, this noisy U is referred to as the permanent randomized response, because it is used for all future noisy bit string of this specific L. 3) Then, RAPPOR adds another randomness by perturbing each bit in the permanent randomized response U as follows:
That is, the probability of setting the k-th bit in S (which is referred to as the instantaneous randomized response in RAPPOR) to 1 is controlled by a system parameter q (or p) and the value of U k . According to RAPPOR, the above random encoding method satisfies -differential privacy guarantee. 4) The instantaneous randomized response, S, is transmitted to the data collector server.
We note that user indoor location data (i.e., the instantaneous randomized response S) is periodically transmitted to the data collector server either at fixed time intervals or when a user moves from one location to another, which can be determined by the data collector's requirement.
2) SERVER SIDE
Upon receiving user indoor location data, the data collector server stores it in a database for future analysis. Let R(pos, ts) be a table in the database where pos is a current indoor location and ts denotes a current timestamp. Upon receiving the indoor location data S at a timestamp ts cur , the data collection server inserts a record corresponding to (S, ts cur ) into the table R(pos, ts).
B. ESTIMATING THE DENSITY OF THE SPECIFIED INDOOR LOCATION
In this subsection, we explain the application of indoor positioning big data collected according to the process described in Subsection III-A, to estimate the density of the specified indoor location, which is one of the most significant tasks in indoor location-based services. Particularly, in this paper, we first present a straightforward statistic-based approach and then introduce an EM-based approach.
1) STATISTIC-BASED APPROACH
Let us assume that we wish to estimate the density of a specific indoor area associated with the i-th beacon, b i , in the time interval between ts start and ts end . Let set(S) be a set of instantaneous randomized responses that the data collection server received in the time interval between ts start and ts end from the data contributors. Given set(S), let us assume that set(U ) and set(L) are the corresponding sets of the permanent randomized responses and the original location bit arrays, respectively. Let us further assume that |set(S)| denotes the number of elements in set(S). Similarly, |set(U )| and |set(L)| are defined. Then, apparently, we have |set(
First, based on step 3 in Subsection III-A, the number of the instantaneous randomized responses of which the i-th bit is expected to be set to 1, num(S i ), is estimated as follows:
where num(U i ) represents the actual number of permanent randomized responses in set(U ) whose i-th bit is set to 1. Note that in general, the hat-notation,ˆ, is used to denote that the value is estimated and thus, to distinguish an estimate from the true value.
Similarly, based on step 2 in Subsection III-A, num(U i ) is estimated as follows:
where num(L i ) represents the actual number of the original location bit arrays in set(L) of which the i-th bit is set to 1. By substituting an actual value of num(U i ) in the first equation with the estimated one (i.e.,num(U i )) in the second formula, num(L i ) can be reexpressed as
Note that in the above equation, |set(U )| and |set(L)| are substituted by |set(S)| because |set(S)| = |set(U )| = |set(L)|. Then, by using the actual values, which can be directly obtained from the data collection server, the estimator of num(L i ) is formulated as follows:
Here, N total is the total number of instantaneous randomized responses, S, that the data collection server received from 
where n represents the number of beacons as defined in Subsection III-A.
2) EM-BASED APPROACH
In this subsection, we introduce the method to estimate the density of the specified indoor location by leveraging the EM algorithm, which is a highly popular method to obtain parameter estimates when a few of the data are missing or incomplete. Let us consider the indoor position associated with the i-th beacon, b i . Let x i be the corresponding representation of the n-bit array L for that indoor position (i.e., the i-th bit of x i is set to 1, and the others are set to 0). Let us assume that N records with ts values between ts start and ts end are present in the table R. Let further assume that POS = {pos 1 , pos 2 , · · · , pos N } is the set of values of the attribute pos of the records in the table R whose ts attribute values lie between ts start and ts end . Then, given the r-th observed value pos r , the probability that pos r is generated from L = x i is computed by Bayes' theorem as follows:
where n represents the number of beacons as defined in Subsection III-A. In this subsection, we intend to estimate P(L = x i ) (where 1 ≤ i ≤ n), based on POS which corresponds to a set of the N observed values of the attribute pos. The likelihood P(pos r |L = x i ) is calculated as following: Based on step 2 in Subsection III-A, given L, the probabilities that the k-th bit of the corresponding permanent randomized response, U , sets to 1 and 0 are respectively computed as follows:
Furthermore, based on step 3 in Subsection III-A, given L k = 1, the probabilities that the k-th bit of the instantaneous randomized response, S, sets to 1 and 0 are respectively computed as follows:
Similarly, given L k = 0, the probabilities that the k-th bit of the instantaneous randomized response, S, sets to 1 and 0 are respectively computed as follows:
Given the r-th observed value pos r , let us assume that pos r,u denote the value of the u-th bit of pos r (note that pos r,u is either 0 or 1 and 1 ≤ r ≤ n). Then, given x i , in which the i-th bit of x i is set to 1 and the others are set to 0, the likelihood P(pos r |L = x i ) is defined as follows: 
Let further assume that f = 0, q = 0.75, and p = 0.25. Then, the likelihood P(pos r |L = x 2 ) is computed as
The EM algorithm that computes P(L = x i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n proceeds as follows: 1) Initialization: Specify an initial parameter θ i (0) as follows:
2) E-step: Compute the posterior probability P(L = x i |pos r ) using the current parameter
Here, the likelihood P(pos r |L = x i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n is computed as explained earlier. 3) M -step: Update θ i as follows:
4) Iteration: step 2 and step 3 are repeated until the changes in parameters are within a predefined threshold as follows:
Finally, the density of a specific indoor area associated with the beacon b i is estimated as follows:
We note that [7] also uses the EM algorithm to estimate the joint probability between multiple variables based on the noised data collected by LDP. However, the approach presented in [7] exhibits a limitation in that it assumes the value of f to be equals to 0.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we describe the experiments we carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In order to evaluate the approach presented in Section III in a controlled manner, we first generated a large number of synthetic data sets with varying parameters and used these data in our initial experimental evaluation. Secondly, we also collected and used a real data set to verify the practical utility of the proposed method. In the experiments, we report the results for the statistic-based approach in Subsection III-B.1 and the EM-based approach in Subsection III-B.2. To compare these two schemes, we measure the error rate as follows:
Here, n represents the number of beacons, and Density actual (b i ) and Density est (b i ) correspond to the actual and estimated density, respectively, of the indoor area associated with the i-th beacon.
A. EXPERIMENTS WITH SYNTHETIC DATA
We first evaluated the proposed approach with synthetic data sets. For our experiments, we generated synthetic indoor positioning data sets as follows: We first fix the number of beacons to 100 and assume that each beacon is located at each grid of a 10×10 unit square of grids. In order to evaluate the proposed approach in various environments, we generated three distributions of density: uniform distribution, mediumskewed distribution and high-skewed distribution ( Figure 2 ). As can be seen in Figure 2 (b) and (c), in the case of skewed data sets, the distribution is skewed toward the lower-left corner. That is, the density of the skewed data sets becomes denser as one shifts toward the lower-left corner, while it becomes sparser as one shifts toward the upper-right corner.
For each distribution, we generated 0.01M, 0.1M, and 1M synthetic data sets. Figure 3 shows the error rate for varying data sizes. In this figure, the x-axis and y-axis represent the data size and the error rate, respectively. In this experiment, f , q and p are set to 0, 0.75 and 0.25 respectively, which corresponds to = ln (9) . As can be seen in the figure, for all the data distributions, the error rate decreases as the data size increases. The error rate becomes closer to 0 as the data size increases, which verifies that LDP is adequately applicable to the collection of indoor positioning data. The EM-based approach outperforms the statistic-based approach in terms of error rates. However, the performance gaps between the statisticand the EM-based schemes decreases as the size of data increases.
In order to further investigate the effect of size of data on the estimation accuracy, we plot (as shown in Figure 4 ) the estimated density distribution of both approaches for the data set of medium-skewed distribution that corresponds to Figure 2(b) . As observed in the figure, with the small data sets (i.e., data size = 0.01M, 0.1M), the estimation accuracy is not high. In these cases, it is observed that the EMbased approach generates significantly better results than the statistic-based approach. Moreover, with the large data set (i.e., 1M), the estimated density distributions of both approaches become highly similar to that in Figure 2(b) . The experimental results in Figure 3 and 4 indicate that the EM-based approach achieves higher precision in the density estimation than the statistic-based approach does, particularly when the data size is small. Figure 5 shows the error rate for varying f in which the x-axis and y-axis represent f and the error rate respectively. In this experiment, q and p are set to 0.75 and 0.25 respectively, while f varies from 0.0 to 0.4 in increments of 0.1, which provides a level of privacy from = ln (3.449 ) to = ln (9) . The key observations based on Figures 5 can be summarized as follows: First of all, as expected, the error rate decreases for all the data distributions as the data size increases. As can be seen in the figure, as f increases, the error rate increases. This is because as f increases, the random noise added by step 2 in Subsection III-A increases, which results in high estimation error, while ensuring high privacy level. The effect of f on the error rate of the EMbased approach is relatively marginal compared with that of the statistic-based approach. For most of the experiments, it is observed that as f increases, and thus the level of privacy increases, the performance gaps between the statisticand the EM-based approaches become larger, which implies that the EM-based approach is suitable for applications that require high level of privacy. Furthermore, Figure 5 shows that as the degree of skewness increases, the performance gaps between the statistic-and the EM-based approaches increase.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the error rate for varying q and p. In this experiment, f is set to 0. rate decreases for all the data distributions as the data size increases; this is consistent with the previous experimental results. As p increases and q decreases (which is the scenario wherein the random noise added by step 3 in Subsection III-A increases), the error rate increases. As shown in the figure, the performance gaps between the statistic-and the EM-based approaches get larger, as the random noise added by step 3 in Subsection III-A increases; this indicates that the EM-based scheme is more robust against noises than the statistic-based method. Figure 6 also shows that as the degree of skewness increases, the performance variations between the statisticand the EM-based approaches exhibit increasing trends.
In summary, the experimental results with the synthetic data sets indicate that the LDP is well applicable to the collection of indoor positioning data for the purpose of inferring population statistics. Among the two alternative methods that estimate the density of a specific indoor location based on the indoor positioning data sets collected by LDP, the EM-based approach is more robust for the privacy level, degree of data skewness, and size of collected data than the statistic-based approach.
B. EXPERIMENTS WITH REAL DATA
In this subsection, we evaluate the usefulness of the proposed method in a real-world environment setting. In order to collect real indoor positioning data in an LDP manner, we implemented the algorithm presented in Subsection III-A on the Android platform. Then, we installed 18 beacons at the Computer Science Department building of Sangmyung University, which consists of classrooms and laboratories, and collected 74008 indoor positioning data. In this experiment, f , q and p are set to 0.2, 0.75 and 0.25 respectively, which provides = ln(5.44) differential privacy. Figure 7 shows the estimated densities of the indoor locations, which are associated with the beacon IDs, by the statistic-and EM-based approaches. In this figure, the x-axis and y-axis represent the beacon ID and the estimated density, respectively. Furthermore, for the comparison purpose, we plot the actual densities that are obtained from the original, and thus non-noisy indoor positioning data in Figure 7 . As can be seen in the figure, a reasonable estimate of the densities can be obtained by both the approaches. Between the two alternative methods, the EM-based method yields a more effective estimate of the densities than the statisticbased approach does, particularly as shown in the indoor locations associated with beacons 7 and 14. The experiment results with real data set verify that LDP is well applicable to the collection of indoor positioning data for the purpose of inferring population statistics.
V. RELATED WORK
Differential privacy [4] , which is the strongest scheme for protecting individuals' privacy in released data, has been extensively studied in diverse areas, including data mining and medical analysis. Differential privacy ensures that an attacker cannot know whether a specific individual is included in the released data, regardless of any background knowledge attack. Differential privacy can be used in two different setting. The first one is offline setting where a statistical summary, such as histograms or a set of synthetic data that mimic the original data, is released for public use [5] , [17] , [21] , [34] . The second one is online setting where the client issues a statistical query to the original database, and then a perturbed version of the query result is returned to the client [22] , [27] , [35] . Differential privacy can be applied to the domain of spatial data. Private Spatial Decomposition (PSD) releases differentially private spatial histograms which are generated by partitioning a spatial domain into several regions and adding carefully designed random noises to the number of objects belonging to each region in a DPcompliant manner [3] , [28] , [33] .
Extensive studies have been conducted in the area of privacy-preserving data publishing (PPDP). The most popular anonymization algorithm, k-anonymity, was first formulated in [30] . Various algorithms have been proposed to achieve k-anonymity requirement. LeFevre et al. finds fulldomain optimal k-anonymous generalizations with a bottomup pruning approach [15] . Wang et al. proposed a bottom-up generalization algorithm to find a minimal k-anonymization for classification [31] . Fung et al. presented the top-down specialization scheme in which the specialization process terminates if further specialization on quasi-identifier attribute values violates k-anonymity requirement [8] . Mondrian [16] is a multidimensional generalization model that anonymizes data by recursively partitioning the space across the dimension. Clustering-based methods have been proposed to effectively find k-anonymous table. For example, [1] , [2] group k similar records into a cluster and generalize each cluster to achieve k-anonymity. Besides k-anonymity, many privacy metrics have been proposed in the literature. Reference [20] introduced l-diversity that requires that each equivalence has at least l well represented values of a sensitive attribute. Li et al. proposed t-closeness that requires that the distribution of a sensitive attribute in each equivalence class is similar to the distribution of the entire table [18] . A comprehensive survey of privacy-preserving data publishing can be found in [9] and [23] .
VI. CONCLUSION
LDP is the state-of-the-art approach that is used to protect individual privacy in the process of data collection. LDP ensures that the privacy of the data contributor is protected by perturbing her/his original data at the data contributor's side; thus, the data collector cannot access to the original data of the contributors. In this paper, we explored the application of LDP to the collection of indoor positioning data. Especially, we experimentally evaluated the utilization of indoor location big data collected by leveraging LDP for estimating the density of the specified indoor area. Experimental results with both synthetic and real data sets verify that LDP is well applicable to the collection of indoor positioning data for the purpose of inferring population statistics. 
